HogBox
The ultimate in flexible bulk-handling
for retailers and industry
Created as an end-to-end transit
system, the HogBox is capable
of being used at suppliers as an
individual box, consolidated for
efficient bulk handling in transit and
separated for movement to shelf.

1,000mm (l) x 600mm (w)

HogBox combines the large
volume of a pallet box with the
ease of use of a small tote box.

Zero waste

200 litres/100kg capacity
No pallets needed to move
No one-trip packaging

Stackable/nestable

6 boxes secured as 1 unit with the
Loadhog Lid
50% less vehicles
Faster unloading
25% faster shelf replenishment
Maximum security

The unique half UK pallet sized HogBox is the
only attached lid, nestable container of its size.
The patented design provides the perfect balance
of carrying capacity and easy handling and can
be used for a wide range of products individually
or as a system with the Loadhog Lid as an
end-to-end transit and replenishment solution.

As an individual unit, the HogBox has
a 100kg / 200 litre capacity. The
inbuilt pallet feet allow it to be moved
by all standard pump trucks, forklifts
and long-leggers without the need
for a slave pallet.
The lids can be sealed to protect the
product inside, the boxes can be
stacked on one another when
loaded, or nested inside one another
when empty to save space.

As a system…

The patented lifter…

For efficient bulk movement of product, individual
HogBoxes can be stacked on one another and secured
with the Loadhog Lid as a completely secure transit
system.

The patented lifter can be used to lift, stack and
manoeuvre HogBoxes easily and quickly with no
additional equipment.

When secured, up to 6 HogBoxes can be moved as one
unit and double stacked in transit or storage with no need
for pallets or one trip plastic packaging materials.

Usable as a tool for picking, the lifter allows an operator
to adjust the height of any HogBox for safe and fast
product picking or shelf replenishment with a simple
foot pedal press.

1200mm

1000mm

Loadhog Ltd
Loadhog is a multi-award winning manufacturing
company based in Sheffield, UK. An employee owned
organisation, genuine innovation and new product
development lies at the heart of our business.
Our aim is to solve every day problems within logistics
and supply chain operations – reducing transport
requirements, eliminating packaging waste and making
life easier for those using our products.
For more information please call or email us.

Head Office

The Hog Works
Hawke Street
Sheffield
United Kingdom
S9 2LN

Telephone

+44 (0) 114 2800 800
Fax

+44 (0) 114 2800 801
Email

info@loadhoglids.com
Website

www.loadhoglids.com

